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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a case-based architecture for a dialogue manager. The dialogue manager is one of the main

components of the cognitive layer of an interface system for information-seeking processes. Information-seeking is a

highly exploratory and navigational process and needs therefore elaborated interaction functionality. In our approach,

this functionality will be provided by the dialogue manager operating on a set of case-based dialogue plans. In a case-

based pkmning system anew plan will be generatedbyretrieving the plan which is most appropriate to theuser’sgoals

and adapting it dynamically during the ongoing dialogue. We propose acase-basedarchitecture for two reasons. First,

operating on old solutions provides a coherent framework which prevents the user from being ‘lost in hyperspace’.

Second, it allows flexible adaptations, domain dependent ones, using perspectives on domain objeets, and domain

independent ones, that change the sequence of dialogue steps.

Keywords: case-basedreasoning, human-computer interaction, information-seeking

1 Introduction
How to build user interfaces to information systems can beex-

amined on different layers of interaction: the physical, and the

cognitive layer, both consisting of components for presenta-

tion and for dialogue.

Belkin and Marchetti [Belkin/Marchetti90] suggest a multi-

layered task model and stress that the process of information

retrieval is inherently interactive and that intelligent inter-

faces need more interaction functionality.

In our approach we concentrate on the interaction functional-

ity and present a cognitive dialogue model where tasks are im-

plicitly integrated as parts of dialogue actions. We break away

from the classic information retrieval paradigm and the prob-

lem of query formulation and propose a navigationat and ex-

ploratory information-seeking process [Bates86].
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In a navigatioml process the user starts the interaction and

controls the process. In the beginning she has only vague ideas

in mind about her information need and how to explore in the

information space. To prevent the user from being ‘lost in hy-

perspace’ the system uses a dialogue model for guiding the

userand focuses the diatogueby means of object-oriented per-

spectives. The dialogue model is represented by dialogue

plans which can be dynamically adapted to the ongoing dia-

logue.

We present an example system which at the physical layer uses

a hypermedia interface, implemented in HyperNeWS [Hyper-

NeWS89]. At the cognitive layer, knowledge-based dialogue

and presentation components are realized in CommonLisp

and a frame representation language. The system provides the

basic functionality for the exploratory information access al-

lowing the user to navigate between different presentations of

retrieval results.

In order to achieve a flexible, yet coherent dialogue we pro-

pose an elaborated architecture for the dialogue component

based on a case-based design. A~se-based~alogue manager
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(CADI) generates new dialogue plans from a set of old plans braries are adaptable.” They mentioned that it is difficult to

by system-driven modifications of dialogue steps and by initi- rcmembcr abstraction, but it is easy to remember a good co-

ating subdialogues for the correction of misunderstandings herent story. They illustrate cases as follows [Riesbcck/

during the dialogue between the user and the system. Schank89, p. 8]:

“If we QOUDto a librarian and describe our interests well

A case-based dialogue manager can be seen as a special adap- ekug~, th; librarian may do one of three lhings. The li-

tation of a case-based reasoner for the generation of dialogue
brarian might tell us where in the library to lookfor what
we want, or she might be reminded of something that she

plans. The general idea of case-based reasoning (CBR) is de- read that suits us exactlv. or she might be able to find a
scribed in ~iesbecklSchank89] as: “A case-based reasoner book that she has no id;a of the ac;ual contents & but

solves new problems by adapting solutions that were used to which fits what we have described perfectly.”

solve old problems.” or very similar in [Kolodner/Ries-

beck89]: “Case-based reasoning is reasoning from prece- Cases of information seeking processes are a semantic and

dents, adapting old solutions to solve new problems, or re- therefore a domain-dependent means for reducing and focus-

trieving old cases to illun”nate aspects of the current ing the navigation space in the interaction. They describe the

situation.” These definitions implicitly indicate two main sequence of action as scripts, and in this way provide a better

components of a case-based system architecture We need a framework for a coherent discourse. Additionally, the case-

“retriever” that will find the ‘best’ plan in the plaming based framework offers domain independent mechanisms for

memory according to the user’s goals and we need a “modifb flexible modifications and corrections of plans.

er” that will adapt this plan using moditlcat.ion rules and object

restrictions. In accordance with this approach we describe in- In section 2 we describe a hypermedia system for information
formation-scdcing dialogues by a small set of alternative dia- access to the domain of conference information. Details about
logue plans that get modified during the dialogue depending the dialogue manager containing the dialogue plan and per-
on specific dialogue knowledge and the preceding discoume. spectives will be given. Chapter 3 presents a cased-based ar-

chitecture for the dialogue manager and in chapter 4 we dis-

Riesbeck and Schank Biesbeck/Schank89, p.15] stated in cuss one submodule in detail, the plan modifier, which is

their theory of reminding that “Human experts are not systems responsible for a flexible adaptation of dialogue plans to

of rules, they are libraries of experiences. Further, these li- user’s goals. The last chapter contains our conclusions.

2 A Hypermedia System for Information Access
As a first prototype we developed a System for Information and dialogue knowledge bases via a Dialogue Managerl. A

about Conferences (SIC). SIC is an interface system to a dialogue plan models the dialogue between the user and the

frame-oriented knowledge base which represents the infor- system.

mation included in ‘Calls for Participation/Paper’ for work-

shop and tutorial announcements. The concept of ‘perspective’ is used as a means to focus the

dialogue in an information-seeking process. In contrast to

task-oriented dialogues which strictly follow a well-stnuc-

tured, mostly hierarchical, and complete task structure, an in-
2.1 SIC dialogue formation-seeking dialogue is a navigation process character-

This prototype demonstrates the integration of dialogue and

presentation components on thecognitivc layer, The function-

ality of the interface system is tailored to the generation of

multiple presentations for the complex information structure

of the retrieved data.

The physical tayer of the SIC user interface is implemented in

HyperNeWS, an object-oriented hypermedia system, con-

trolled by a CommonLisp Client with direct access to domain

ized by an ‘open end’ missing a distinct goal description, by

topic shifts, by the necessity of subdialogues, e.g. forexplama-

tions, for commitments, or rejections. Therefore we describe

the interaction between user and information system by a dia-

logue model, rather than taking atask-orientedapproach. Task

1. —-

The Dialogue Manager is implemented in Common
Lisp, extended by CRL, the frame representation lan-
guage of Knowledge Craft. Knowledge Craft is a trade-
mark of Carnegie Group Inc.
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elements for retrieval and presentation of information only ex-

ist implicitly, represented as actions of dialogue steps.

At the beginning of a SIC dialogue the user has to choose from

a set of predefine perspectives to determine the main concept

she is interested in. For instance, she wants to get information

about the tutorials of the conference: the main concept is ‘tuto-

rial’ and related concepts, such as ‘speaker’ or ‘topics of the

content’, arc determined by the perspective.

Starting at the main concept she can navigate through the

knowledge base by posing a query and browsing through vari-

ous graphical presentations. According to the selected per-

spective the generic, domain-independent dialogue plan will

be instantiated and relevant attributes and related concepts

will be determined, This notion of an ‘object-oriented per-

spective’ is rather similar to the ideas of McCoy [McCoy87].

She uses object perspective as a mechanism for modeling the

highlighting of certain aspects of the domain influenced by the

preceding discourse. While she uses salience values to de-

scribe a metric of object similarity, we have chosen a fuzzy set

approach for mapping user terminology to the represented do-

main knowledge, described in more detail in [Kracke@ 1]. In

addition to the object-oriented description of a perspective we

define a navigation path where the navigation space is re-

stricted depending on the selected perspective.The navigation

space is defined by the semantic distance between the initial

concept and other related concepts. Instead of moving to fur-

ther concepts directly, the user can either start anew dialogue

or she can interrupt the current dialogue and start a subdia-

logue.

2.2 Interaction Style and Architecture

For the architecture of our SIC systcm wehavechosen amuki-

Iayered design (see Fig. 1).

F===lPhysical layer. Hypermedia Interface

Cog nitive layer: dialogue and presentation model

Semantic layer: conceptual domain model

Information System

Fig. 1 : Layers of an intelligent interface system

On the physical layer a user interface management systcm

controls muhimodat 1/0 bctwccn user and the intcrfacc. In the

context of intelligent information systems the semantic layer

can be optionally related to the information system or to the

interface. It contains knowledge about the structure of the un-

derlying data, abstract specification of concepts and attributes

and interrelations between them. Defining a cognitive layer

aims at a more user-oriented information system. It aims to

bridge thegapbetween the model theuserhas in mind, the sys-

tem’s model of the domain and the information seeking pro-

cess. Especially in information retrieval there area lot of cog-

nitive task models, e.g. Belkin and Marchetti suggest a

multi-layer (effective, knowledge-based, intelligent) support

for the end user and elaborate a cognitive task model. They

stress that the process of information retrieval is inherentl y in-

teractive and intelligent interfaces need more interaction

functionality [Belkin/Marchetti90].

Information Retrieval using a computer system can be de-

scribed as a process of requesting information from an infor-

mation source by formulating queries and presenting the in-

formation, using various user support facilities, e.g. online

thesauri. This process seems to be clearly structured into two

main tasks of query formulation, respectively (re-)formula-

tion, and presentation of the response, e.g. in form of listings

of data. Belkin and Marchetti view information retrieval as

progressive development or refinement of a search formula-

tion [Belkin/Marchetti90, p. 154]. In addition, new techniques

for domain modeling with knowledge-based representation

languages, multimodal I/O allow more sophisticated interac-

tion techniques which require the development of an elabo-

rated framework of Information Retrieval terminology. Wa-

tcrworth and Chignell Naterworth/Chignel190] present a

model of ‘information exploration’. In their model they differ-

entiate three dimensions of information exploration:

● Structural responsibility, navigational or mediated:

In a navigational process either the user himself/herself

is responsible, or the user is not responsible and the pro-

cess is mediated by a (human or system) information

provider.

● Target orientation, querying or browsing:

If the target is strongly defined we will have a query, or,

if the target is less defined, the user will browse through

the information space.

● The interaction method, referential or descriptive

The interaction method can either be referential, that

means pointing to something, or descriptive, i.e. formu-

lating a query in natural language, either as sentence or

text.



Using the Hypermedia metaphor andrelatcd tools, like Hyper- user is always interacting with the information system through

card or HyperNeWS, the interaction style of the retrieval pro- a hypermedia interface, implemented in HyperNeWS (see

cess will become mainly navigational and browsing. That Fig. 2). A HyperNeWS interface can be controlled low-level

means, that the interaction is controlled by the user, without a by scripts consisting of HyperNeWS commands, if necessary

clear target in mind. In the navigational and querying style the extended by postscript prmedures, or it can be controlled by

user is still responsible for controlling the search process, but a high-level systems, so-called ‘clients’. Using a client provides

query can be formulated. a lot of flexibility that we take advantage of for dialogue con-

In our SIC prototype we use a navigational interaction style
trol and presentation generation modelled on the cognitive

where the user is responsible for the dialogue control in com-
layer. In the SIC system we implemented the client in Com-

bination with both forms of target orientation: starting with
monLisp extended by a frame-based knowledge representa-

querying and then continuing with browsing interaction. The
tion language for the related knowledge bases.

User t
I

[
4 HyperNeWS

Physical layer 1

LiswClient I

&– .::
DIALOGUE”””. INFORMATION

‘~ :’,MAN,AGER “~
Cognitive layer

A

f

Semantic layer Conceptual domain knowledge base
A

1

[
Information system

Fig. 2: Architecture of the SIC prototype

2.3 Functionality of the Cognitive Layer

Now we describe the functionality of the components of the

cognitive layer from the perspective of the dialogue manager.

The complete interaction between user and system is con-

trolled by the dialogue manager. Itoperates on the dialogue

knowledge base consisting of a dialogue plan and a set of do-

main specific perspectives, which will be instantiated during a

dialogue session. The dialogue plan consists of dialogue steps

and states which are represented as frames. A perspective is

represented as a frame with slots for the main concept, rele-

vant attributes, related concepts, and the navigation path.

Frames are used in combination with CRL2 relations andCRL

path descriptions.

A dialogue is roughly divided into four phases

● the introduction phase where both participants have to

introduce each other,

● the queryformulation process where the problem, here

in particular the hyperthema of the dialogue, will be

specified;

● presentation of information and navigation as a kind of

problem solution,

● and at last the closing of the dialogue.

At present, in SIC we concentrate on the navigational aspects

of the information seeking process. Therefore, the dialogue

plan was especially elaborated for the third phase of informa-

tion presentation and navigation and the second phase of

2.
CRL is the frame representation language of Knowledge
Craft.
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query formulation is reduced to a single dialogue step, real- navigation through presentations, generated dynamically by

ized by a query form. On this query form there are a lot of pos- the presentation generator [cf. Kemer/Thie191]. Possible

sible actions controlled by the information access module, but navigational dialogue steps are e.g. expanding a presentation

they are represented in the dialogue model only as one global in order to show additional or to show more concrete informa-

request. tion, or reducing the presentation to a subset, which is then

presented in another presentation form. Using them in a con-

In order to support the navigational and browsing interaction crete dialogue situation is influenced by the selected perspec-

style, we have modelled a number of dialogue steps for the tive and the input of the user in the preceding dialogue.

3 A Case-based Architecture for the Dialogue Manager: CADI
The dialogue manager is the central component within the SIC

amhitecture (see Fig. 2). Powerful dialogue functionality is re-

quired to provide flexible dialogue control reflecting the

user’s intentions seeking information in a hypermedia envi-

ronment. In order to achieve this, we extend the dialogue man-

ager of the interface system by a cognitive model.

How can a case-based design be used for cognitive dialogue

modeling? Riesbcck and Schank Biesbccl@chank89] de-

scribe the basic cycle of a case-based reasoner in general as

“input a problem, find a relevant old solution, adapt it”. We use

this general problem solving method as the basic idea forgen-

erating dialogue plans which support a flexible control of the

interaction between a user and an information system.

3.1 Components of CADI

A use-based fialogue manager – CADI – (see Fig. 3) con-

sists of several components: a retriever selecting the most ap-

propriatedialogue plan according to theuser’s goals; amodiji-

er that adapts the chosen plan to the user’s goals by replacing

objects and adding or deleting dialogue steps and, as a further

component, a corrector, which handles subdialogues about

misconceptions. The storer is responsible for updating the

plan memory.

We can distinguish between planning components (retriever,

modifier and corrector) and updating, or in a more elaborated

version, learning components (storer). Each of the planning

components operates on its own knowledge base: the retriever

has access to the dialogue plans indexed by the generic goals

they suppom, the modifier uses modification rules and object

perspectives and the corrector has a set of misconceptions and

correction strategies.

Object perspectives (see chapter 4) and misconceptions are

built on top of the conceptual domain knowledge and have to

be adapted when the conceptual knowledge changes, e.g.

creating new perspectives for new (dialogue relevant) domain

concepts or extending/ reducing the perspective definition

when concepts get more or less attributes. The two knowledge

bases for perspectives and misconceptions are domain-de-

pendent and have to be defined before a dialogue is running.

During the dialogue a dialogue history is built up automatical-

ly. This trace of the dialogue incorporates the user’s inputs as

well as actions of the system. The dynamic adaptation of dia-

logueplans during a dialogue session will berealizedby rules.

Modification Rules Correction Rules

Object Perspectives

Fig. 3: A case-based architecture for the dialogue manager (CADI)
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Modification rules use object perspectives and correction

rules access definitions of misconceptions. In addition, the ac-

tual entries of the dialogue history are relevant for a context-

specific adaptation of a dialogue situation.

3.2 Dialogue Steps

Plans consist of a sequence of plan operators. In our case these

plan operators are dialogue steps. Dialogue steps are the cen-

tral concept for modeling and controlling the interaction be-

tween user and system in an information-seeking process.

Sincea detailed specification of the representation language is

beyond the scope of this paper, we will limit our discussion to

the different kinds of dialogue steps and their general struc-

ture.

Most of the dialogue steps are defined in the context of case-

based plans, as loculdialogue steps. In addition, there arevari-

ous kinds of global dialogue steps, which can be executed in-

dcpendcntty of a concrete plan or plan sequence.

A first kind of global dialogue steps refer to the interaction

style, defined for the whole dialogue sequence. The interac-

tion style can bemediatedornavigational (see chapter 2.2), or

a mixture of both. The mediated style is realized through a ca-

se-based plan, which guides the user through a fixed sequence

of dialogue steps. In the navigational style the systems offers

all steps of the current plan (as a menu) of global steps to be

selected by the user. Of course, only those steps can be offered

whose preconditions are true.

Othcrglobal steps operate on the dialogue history, e.g. go back

to a previous step in order to make changes, or jump ahead to a

later step instead of following the actual plan.

Another, third kind of global steps is used toleavethe informa-

tion system or to suspend the information-seeking process, in

order to use other software tools like editors, calendar tools,

dictionaries,etc. They are to be realized by graphical input ob-

jects which are normally hidden and bccomc visible only by

additional steps.

A dialogue step is defined by basic components precondi-

tions, action and side-effects (like plan operators in traditional

approaches to plan representation as in STRIPS [Fikes/Nils-

son71] or NOAH [Sacerdoti77]), extended in two dimen-

sions: (1) InpullOutput descriptions are added to generate in-

put/output objects like menus, buttons, text input, icons, etc.,

at the system’s interface and (2), goal descriptions and sets of

modl~ication and correction rules are added to modify the step

according to the case-based approach. The components of a

dialogue step are as follows:

Preconditions: have to be true before an action can be acf.i-

vated,

Example: Before a presentation of retrieved data can be

generated, the search providing the datarequiredby these-

lected presentation form must be completet

Action: may be divided into two parts: a main action, which is

always required, and one or more additional actions, which

can be optional or required,

Example Domain actions like ‘formulate a query con-

cerning workshops’ may have an additional action like

‘ask for terminology support for the workshop topic

“xyz’”; a domain action like ‘present the retrieved work-

shops and their related topics’ as the main action can be

elaborated by an additional action like ‘explain the differ-

ence between the presentation forms table and list’, which

explicitly describes the relation between two dialogue

steps as a kind of discourse relation.

Side-effects: changing the dialogue state or modify the dia-

Ioguc history,

Example Changing the state of the dialogue by aperspec-

tive shifti the user has started a dialogue under the work-

shop-perspective ‘submitting a paper’; after workshops

concerning her research topics have been presented, tlhe

user has navigated to topics similar to the topics of the re-

trieved workshops, e.g. advanced topics. Now she is inter-

ested in ‘tutorials’ about the advanced topics.

This perspective shift will trigger other side-effects like

suspending the actual dialogue history, starting anew his-

tory for the subdialogue, initiating the subdialogue, etc.

Input-description: setting input mode, defining input objects;

Example asking forapresentation of workshops and their

organizers: in standard input mode input objects can be

generated by the dialogue manager automatically (text in-

put, menu selection, standard buttons for a simple ‘gol,o-

next-step’ operation, ... ), i.e. the main perspective of the

dialogue is ‘workshop’ and the user selects uhe second

concept ‘organizers’ from a menu; the input mode can be

set to graphical input, in order to generate complex graphi-

cal input objects for making discourse relations like offer–

accept, offer–withdraw, or offer–reject explicit to the user;

this needs additional interface functionality;

Output-description: specifying constraints for the presema-

tion generator[Kemer/Thie1911 concerning’ what’ topresen~

the presentation generator has to decide ‘how’ to present.

Example presenting ‘workshops’ and their ‘topics’: ac-

cording to the goals the user defined in the beginning of the
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dialogue, the prcscmtation should present complctc infor-

mation or in form of an overview.

Goals andperspectives: indexing lhc dialogue step according

to goal descriptions;

Example The user has asked for the maximum of infor-

mation on workshops (by defining user goals in the first

dialogue phase, see chapter 3.3) and the current step has

the effect that the presented information will bc expanded

in order to reach the global goal;

Sel of modification rules: modifying the dialogue step;

Exampkx changing the perspective

if the global goal is ‘topical information about work-

shops’, i.e. “What is the workshop about?”;

then change the output definition to a workshop-perspec-

tive focusing on topical information e.g. title, topics, re-

lated publications and hide organizational information,

like the date of acceptance notification, number of copies

for submitting a paper, etc.;

Set of correction rules: initiating a subdialoguex

Example subdialogue about relevant attributes:

if there is a mismatch of presented and requested attributes

of the current research topic, e.g. ‘attributes of workshop

topics’,

and there is no automatic plan modification possible,

or the user has rejected the system’s offec

then start a subdialogue and ask the user to specify relevant

attributes for workshops.

This representation of steps is a discourse- and interface-ori-

ented extension of the traditional representation of plan opera-

tors found in STRIPS ~ikes/Nilsson7 1]. For text generation,

as a specific kind of discourse, Moore and Paris moore/Par-

is89] suggest a plan language and plan structure that builds de-

tailed text plans consisting of intentional, attentional and rhe-

torical structures. They apply their text generation system to

the generation of responses in explanation dialogues.

We have chosen the plan representation with the same motiva-

tion: to model discourse aspects of an interaction. In contrast

we distinguish two levels of dialogue modeling, a strategical

Ievel,covercdby thecase-basedapproach presented in this pa-

pcr, and a tactical level, modeled by the ‘pragmatic dialogue

model’, described in detail in [Sitter/Stein91] Their model

represents intentional and rhetorical structure of a dialogue

and is closer related to the detailed plan representation of

Moore and Paris.

The strategical representation of the dialogue plan, as pres-

ented in this paper, stresses the intcrfacc-oriented extensions

and takes care of the attcntional structure of a discourse by rep-

resenting user’s goals and object perspectives explicitly.

Both levels, the strategical and the tactical Icvcl, are comple-

mentary. Therefore, each step on the strategical lCVC1is linked

to the tactical lCVC1,so that it can bc expanded to a sub-dia-

logue. This is initiatedon the strategical lCVC1using correction

rules, but controlled by the pragmatic dialogue model on the

tactical level. Subdialogucs can be started to achieve different

kinds of goals, e.g. for explanation (paraphrasing or present-

ing background information), in order to reject or to withdraw

actions, or for discourse goals, e.g. to distinguish between dia-

logue sequences either initiated by a systcm’s offer to the user

followed by a user’s acceptor initiated by a user’s request fol-

lowed by a systcm’s assert. Both sequcnccs lead to the same

action which is dcscribcd on the strategical level.

3.3 Phases of a Dialogue

In chapter 2 we have structured the dialogue of the SIC–sys-

tem into four phases. Dialogues, in general, can be structured

in the same way: introduction, query formulation, presenting

the information and navigation, and closing the dialogue. The

operations of the case-based dialogue manager in each of

these phases can be described as follows:

During the introduction phase the user determines his/her

goals interacting with the system and the systcm will retrieve

the ‘most appropriate’ dialogue plan from the knowledge base

of old and already represented plans. Onc can compare this to

the task of an information provider who has a standard set of

initial questions to an information seeker in order to give him/

her instructions on how to find the information. The retrieved

plan is case-based, and therefore instantiated with concrete

data and not generalized. It is structured into dialogue steps

and states where dialogue steps (see chapter 3.2) contain ac-

tions like query formulation or presentation generation para-

metrized by object and attribute specifications.

In our first version, we use a set of heuristic rules to select a

plan horn the plan memory. The retrieved plan will be adapted

to the user’s goals by the modifier component, to the extent it

is possible in the beginning of the dialogue, e.g. domain ob-

jects of a dialogue step have to bc exchanged by objects rele-

vant to the goals; attribute lists have to bc replaced, according

to the perspective. Now, an initial plan is generated and the

dialogue manager can start the main phases.

The second phase of query formulation and the third phase of

ir$ormation presentation and navigation arc the parts of the
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dialogue plan which have to be handled in a context-specific

manner. In the cased-based approach we do not decompose

both tasks into separate phases. Instead, case-based dialogue

plans atlow a permanent alternation of query (re-)formulation

and presentation of information. These are task-oriented clas-

sifications of interaction steps. Taking a dialogue-oriented

perspective on the interaction process both tasks can be treated

in the same way, only with changing initiatives for an action

between user and system.

The dialogue manager has a global and a local level of dia-

logue control. The global level, presented in Fig. 3 by the outer

box, deals with the whole dialogue, the local level, presented

in Fig. 3 by the inner box, handles the selection and adaptation

of the single dialogue step. On the global level we have the

knowledge base of olddialogueplans, the user’s goats, and the

diatoguehistory. When thedialoguemanager hastodetermine

the next dialogue step, it tests the preconditions of all steps and

modification takes place depending on the context of the dis-

course. Only in case of misconceptions the corrector starts a

correction subdialogue.

The modification of dialogue plans using perspectives and

modification rules is discussed more closely in the following

chapter. Especially the concept of objectperspectives and how

they influence the ongoing dialogue is described in detail.

Our system architecture is similar to the architecture of the

CHEF-system which is the most well-known case-based rea-

soning system for planning [Hammond89]. In the domain of

cooking recipes CHEF builds new plans from old plans on the

basis of user’s requests. In CHEF there is an additional com-

ponent for anticipating goals in order to control the updating

of the goal memory. The theoretical impact of the system lies

in the development of domain independent strategies for f,ail-

ure repair and explanation followed by goal anticipation, nlo-

tivated by a theory of ‘learning from planning’.

In contrast to CHEF we handle the correction interactively by

allowing subdialogues. A preliminary class of misconcep-

tions occurs when mapping user’s terminology onto the sys-

tem’s vocabulary is not possible. The correction rules handlle a

subdialogue clarifying the misconception and offer correc-

tions. At present, the concept of ‘misconception’ is not yet

worked out in detail.

Modifier andcorreetorboth adapt the chosen plan to the user’s

goals and to the preceding dialogue. What is the difference be-

tween the two components? The modifier adapts the chosen

plan to the user’s goals automatically and the new plan or new

plan step will be exeeutedby the dialogue manager. Therefore

it is not an interactive component. In the contrary, the correc-

tor refers to a set of misconceptions and causal representa-

tions, why a misconception appears and how it can be cor-

rected. This allows a kind of meta-dialogue, a ‘dialogue on the

dialogue’. In case of misconception a ‘pragmatic dialogue

model’ is responsible for the dialogue control and the correc-

tion will be made interactively. This model [Sitter/Stein91]

regulates the sequence of dialogue acts like request (for infor-

mation), accept–reject, offer, etc. and controls embedded sub-

dialogues, e.g. meta-dialogues.

Closing the dialogue in the case-based model will beexccuted

by the storer. The knowledge base of dialogue plans need lobe

extendcdby adding the ncw adapted plans at the cnd of the dia-

logue sequence. Starting anew dialogue, the retriever can ac-

ccss the added plan which is again a complete and instantiated

plan Iabelcd with goal descriptions.

4 Object Perspectives for Case Modification
Perspectives on a domain can be used as an adaequate means and persons in different roles (participant, organizer, author,

for reducing the information space to a relevant subset and speaker). Irrelevant objects would be, e.g. addresses.

subsequently focusing the dialogue during the navigation pro- A perspective of an object contains a list of relevant attributes

cess. and related objects, eventually but not necessarily a situation

or condition, and a list of goals they support.

4.1 Object Perspectives: Definition and Exam-
Each perspective is embedded into a hierarchy of perspec-

tives. There are operations on perspectives for zooming in or
pies out, and for changing to another topic in discourse. Although

the definition of perspectives relates to objects, the hierarchy

Wc use an object-oriented definition of ‘pcrspeetivcs’: Per- of perspectives is orthogonal to the generalization hierarchy

spectives can bc defined for any domain objccq normally one of objects represented in the conceptual domain knowledge

will only take those domain objects that are relevant for infor- base.

mation seeking. For instance, in the conference domain rele- A perspective shift may take place whenever the dialogue

vant objects arc: conferences, workshops, tutorials, topics, manager has to decide what to say or to do next.
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Consider the following set of examples each of which illus-

trates different kinds of focusing for the same object in the do-

main of conference information:

● workshop-perspective ‘organizing-before-the-con-

ference’

The organizer of a workshop is interested in the title,

time and date, the participants and their addresses, and

eventually what paper or what topics they present, but

hc is not intcrcstcd, e.g. in the final schedule.

● workshop-perspective ‘participation-schedule’

A participant of the same workshop, who is already at

the confcrcncc and schedules his/her timetable, is pri-

marily interested in the topics, who will present a paper

for relevant topics, and when papers will bc presented.

● workshop-perspective ‘submission-of-a-paper’

A person who is looking fora workshop to submit a pa-

pcr, has yet another perspective on workshops. Here,

for example, the deadline is the foeus of his/her inter-

ests, in addition to title and topic-list.

All three perspectives concern the same object, workshop, but

they highlight different attributes of this object, like topics or

deadline, and attributes of other related objects, like the ad-

dress of a participant. In an intelligent intcrfacc to a confer-

ence systcm we expect that the information will bc prcscntcd

appropriately. These examples are similar to examples of stc-

reot ypcd user models [Rich88]. But wc dctcrminc perspec-

tives according to the dialogue plan, because wc stress the im-

portance of the ongoing discourse.

During an information-seeking dialogue between user and in-

formation system the perspective will change continuously,

according to the user’s information need. As a conscqucncc

the thematical, or topical, structure can change as WCII as the

amount of data, or the granularity of information, depending

on whether the user expects an overview or a detailed retrieval

result.

4.2 Case Modification and Perspective Shifts

The perspective knowledge base is organized in an object-ori-

ented way with a link to the conceptual knowledge base of the

domain. It contains a structured rcprcscntation of perspectives

relevant in the domain. The modifier uscs these pcrspcctivcs

to make object-related adaptations inside a single dialogue

step, but doesn ‘t change the sequcncc of dialogue steps, 1.c,,

the object(s), relevant in the actual step, or the attributes of an

object can bc changed according to the user’s intentions. For

each relevant domain object type there is a set of pcrspcctivcs,

related to possible goals they can support in an information

seeking discourse. Goals differ e.g. with respect to the amount

of data the user expects and the granularity of the presented in-

formation, e.g. when the user wants an overview about all

workshops concerning a global topic, then an attribute which

restricts the amount of data, should be presented, but it should

not bc used for restricting the query to the database. The modi-

fier may expand the perspective to include more information,

it may zoom to a subset of the original content, or it may shift

to a perspective with a ncw thematic context.

How perspective shifts can support a coherent dialogue ordis-

coursc structure will be explained by shifting the last pers~c-

tivc example ‘submission-of-a-paper’, mentioned above:

● ‘submission-of-a-paper’ – zooming in:

add all attributes concerning the submission of a paper,

like the amount of copies, the address the paper should

be submitted to, format requirements, ...

or: add all attribute in order to clarify the topics, like su-

per/-subtopics, reference to relevant publications,,,.

● ‘submission-of-a-paper’ – zooming OUL

rcducc the attributes to title and a list of the topics of the

workshop which are relevant for the information seeker

and the paper should focus on (e.g. because the deadline

is o.k., and the paper can stress different topics depend-

ing on the chosen workshop), ...

● ‘submission-of-a-paper’ – semantic shif~

a workshop is selected and the user wants information

about organizational aspects, like registration fee, loca-

tion, hotel arrangements, ...

or: ask for researchers who have already published to

similar topics; ...

Using the scxond knowledge base, the modification rules, the

modifier changes the dialogue structure ‘around the actual

state’. That means that the dialogucplan will be adapted byde-

lcting, replacing and adding dialogue steps according to the

ongoing discourse which is rcprcscntcd in the dialogue histo-

ry. Some examples should demonstrate what kind of modifi-

cations arc possible: the actual step can be deleted, e.g. be-

cause the rcqucstcd information is already presented on the

screen; it can bc replaced, e.g. because the presentation form is

not adxquatc for the information that has to be given to the

user, and another presentation has to be generated; integrating

additional slcps can bccomc ncccssary, e.g. when an example

can help the user to understand the semantics of the nodes and

edges of a net presentation, or when an additional step can of-

fer a menu of relevant topics for the query before a query form

can bc filled out.
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4.3 ‘Perspectives’ in Discourse Theory

Thcideaof using perspectives forcohcrentdialogue modeling

draws on work in related fields of discourse theory, especially

attentional state and focus of attention [Grosz/Sidner86],

moving in context spaces ~eichman85], and traversing focus

trees [McCoy/Cheng90]. Most of this research is of theoreti-

cal impact on discourse theory. Most of the computational sys-

tems, which have been realized on the basis of this theoretical

5 Conclusions
Using Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) for controlling informat-

ion seeking prtxesses is a rather new idea. In the information

seeking domain there is no generally accepted theory of prob-

lcm solving. In particular, navigational and exploratory inter-

action styles do not lend themselves to a strong domain model

such as a goal-oriented task hierarchy. From the user’s per-

spective, information systems mostly contain incomplete do-

main knowledge that, in addition, changes continuously.

These characteristics of the domain make CBR a sensible

method for problem solving in information seeking.

Because information seeking is an inherently interactive pro-
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